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Abstract: 

 The mechanical behaviour and the state of stability of a jointed rock mass depend on how 

the fracture systems were propagated in this medium. In fact, obtaining an accurate description 

of the fracture spatial distribution is one of the main problems to be solved in rock mass stability 

studies. The purpose of this paper is to apply the geostatistical method to find the spatial 

correlation between joint systems. Geostatistics enable us to quantify the spatial characteristics 

of fracture patterns, which can not be derived by ordinary statistical method or structural 

analysis. The combination of the traditional method used in structural analysis and of the 

geostatistical method is used in order to get a better insight into the fracture distribution in the 

rock mass. The results obtained, are then applied to generate 3D numerical jointed rock mass 

models. 

1. Introduction 

The rock mechanics and fluid transport properties of the rock mass depend mainly on the 

characteristics of the fracture field. Fractures are only accessible at their intersections with 

outcrops, boreholes or drifts: one of the first steps in fractured rock mass studies is to make 

assumptions about the fracture geometry, and to simulate the fracture field. 

The modelling of a fractured rock mass is complex and depends on multiple parameters. 

Therefore, because of existing constraints in field surveys and incomplete data, it is necessary 

to extract as much information as possible from the data which has been collected. This is one 

of the reasons for the application of sophisticated methods to obtain the fundamental spatial 

characteristics of fracture systems.  



This type of study can be performed on different scales: on large faults, on fractures and on 

microjoints. For each category two separate features can be studied:  

1- The fracture network: each element is considered as relatively simple (i.e., a planar 

fracture), and the study is concerned with the imbrications of the various elements. 

2- The single fracture: generally an open fracture is not a pair of parallel planes; there are 

voids and contact areas that depend on stress and have a high influence on the 

mechanical behaviour of the fracture.  

The fractal and geostatistical approaches are used to study the single fracture [1-13]. The 

scope of this work, the ultimate aim of which is the study of the mechanical behaviour of the 

fractured rock mass, is focused on the study of the fracture network. In such studies, because 

we have very limited data in comparison with the size of the model that will be simulated, 

deterministic modelling is often impossible. In this case, stochastic modelling is needed. Much 

work has been carried out to characterize a fracture network by the integration of the statistical 

properties of the fracture system such as distribution of orientation, trace length, spacing and 

aperture in the models [14-31]. The fractal method has been applied in some cases for studying 

the fracture network. Geostatistical techniques have also been used to study the regionalized 

characteristics of the fracture network [32-40]. The high complexity of this network requires 

the results from all of these methods to produce a realistic model.  

The approach proposed here combines the geostatistical method and the usual structural 

geological analysis. First, the semivariogram analysis is used for all of the data sets, in this case 

for the fracture density, and afterwards the same method is used for the data grouped by 

structural analysis. The fracture density, and the fracture orientation characteristics are often 

the predominant factors in the stability of rock slopes. These two factors contribute to the 

definition of the vulnerability of the rock mass. The use of this combination of methods will be 

illustrated within the framework of a real case study. 



2. Data sets based on fracture orientation 

As previously mentioned, we use the orientation data sets measured within the framework 

of road widening in the Pyrenees region. This 600 meter long project, on a main road crosses 

mountainous territory (Fig.1) [41].  The uphill and downhill slope of the present road will have 

to be cleared of the blocks likely to be destabilized by vibrations.  

The road cuts through both migmatites and micaschists. Discontinuity orientation data are 

obtained by means of compass measurements of discontinuities that intersect with the scanline 

positioned on the exposed rock faces (Fig.1b). The fracture measurements were carried out on 

nine scanlines: six in the migmatite and three in the micaschist. In this study, we chose the 

scanline on which a significant number of fracture measurements was collected for 

geostatistical analysis. Scanline number 1, in the migmatite with 392 measured fractures, is 90 

m long. The adequate scanline for a geostatistic analysis depends upon several parameters, 

particularly the fracture density and the scale of the study. 

The grouping of discontinuities into principal discontinuity sets for this scanline is 

performed by the spectral clustering method that is a recent approach proposed by R. Jimenez-

Rodriguez and N. Sitar [42]. We developed a code in the R environment on the basis of their 

algorithm, see details of this algorithm in [42]. 

In Fig.2, we present the computed partitions of the spectral clustering in the lower 

hemisphere projection when four principal families are considered for all the data sets. 

Calculating the direction of the average unit normal vectors for each discontinuity set and 

partitioning the data in four families was performed on the fractures that are not very distant 

from the reference point of each family. Consequently here, certain fractures have been 

assumed not to belong to any of these four families. Fig. 3 shows the results of the spectral 

clustering for 315 fracture orientations located in the vicinity less than 25° from the average 

direction of each family. As a result, the pole points labelled with the * symbols were not taken 



into account for the average point calculations. They represent, in our case, nearly 20% of the 

complete data set. The choice of 25° for the vicinity angle was made by comparing the results 

obtained for different vicinity angles. In fact, in order to calculate more adequately the 

representative points for each fracture set, it is necessary to eliminate the points located away 

from the centre of each set. However, using 25 degrees in this elimination step, a large amount 

of data is not lost as would have been the case for 5°, 10°, 15° and 20° vicinity angles. The high 

vicinity angle also leads to having more marginal points in the set, and consequently decreases 

the pertinence of the representative point. Therefore, in Fig. 3 by choosing the vicinity angle of 

25°, we tried to eliminate the marginal points and also to keep a reasonable number of points 

for the next steps of data processing. 

Table 1 shows that the average normal vectors for each discontinuity set and the number of 

fractures belonging to each family based on the calculation displayed in Fig.3. The average of 

the normal set spacing in cm for each fracture set is also presented in Table 1 (the set spacing 

measured along a line that is perpendicular to the mean orientation of a particular set). 

 

3. Statistical characteristics of the fracture density 

For each set, the fracture spacing is measured by the real distance separating successive 

intersections, on the scanline, of fractures belonging to this set. The discontinuity spacing is 

widely used as a measure of the quality of a rock mass in several engineering classifications. 

The inverse of the mean spacing is the average density of intersections along the scanline. The 

frequency histogram for the normal spacing values of four joint sets (Fig. 4) appears to follow 

the general shape of the exponential distribution. This distribution may be expressed as  

xexf  −=)(                                 (1) 



where )(xf is the frequency of a discontinuity spacing x, and  is the average number of 

discontinuities per metre. It should be noted that the exponential distribution for discontinuity 

spacing distribution was recommended by Priest and Hudson [43,44].  

Discontinuity frequency (density) is one of the fundamental measures of the degree of 

fracturing of the rock mass. Frequency can be expressed in terms of the number of 

discontinuities that are observed or predicted to occur in a unit volume, a unit area or a unit 

length of a sample from a given rock mass [43,44]. In this study, frequency is used as a variable 

for geostatistical analysis as explained in the next section. A histogram for the discontinuity 

frequency for all four sets in 2m long segments is presented in Fig. 5.  

4. Geostatistical approach 

Geostatistical approaches can be used to investigate the spatial behaviour of a variable. In 

our case, this variable can be a characteristic of a fractured rock mass such as spacing, fracture 

length and fracture frequency. This can lead to a better understanding of the spatial distribution 

and structure of the variable. The semi-variogram γ(h) is a function describing the degree of 

spatial dependence of a spatial random field or stochastic process Z(x). In this study, the fracture 

density is considered as the variable Z(x), and its semi-variogram is calculated by numbering 

the fractures observed in the defined segments along the scanline. The semi-variogram indicates 

how different the values become as the distance h between two points increases. In fact, for the 

fracture density case, the semi-variogram can be defined as a measure of half of the average of 

the square difference between the number of fractures (in equal segment size) a distance h apart. 

The semi-variogram of fracture density is defined as:   
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where x and x+h refer to points in an n-dimensional space where n could be 1, 2 or 3. For the 

fracture density case, using a scanline, n is considered equal to 1. The parameter N represents 

the number of pairs for the distance h [45,46]. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Random_field
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stochastic_process


The semi-variogram summarizes the dissimilarity or represents the statistical mean of the 

square of the estimation error of Z (here the fracture density) between two points, a distance h 

apart. We subdivide a surveying line into equal segments of length b. Then for distances h=b, 

2b, 3b..., we compute the semi-variogram of the number of intersections per segments. 

Fig. 6 illustrates the average experimental semi-variograms for the fracture densities with 

the segment sizes of 0.5m, 1m, 1.5m and 2m. This figure enables us to compare the 

characteristics of the semi-variograms calculated for different segment sizes. It can be seen 

immediately, as expected from the regularisation theory, that the 2m semi-variogram has the 

lowest nugget effect and the lowest sill value. On the other hand, these four semi-variograms 

represent nearly the same structure. In fact, all of them exhibit periodic behaviour with the same 

interval of approximately 12m.        

Experimental semi-variograms often increase continuously with distance; however, the 

semi-variogram is not restricted to such monotonic forms: decreasing segments or cyclical 

patterns can be observed. Non-monotonic semi-variogram structures are identified as “hole-

effect” structures [47]. Hole-effect structures most often indicate a form of periodicity, which 

is a common and legitimate spatial characteristic in geology. Ignoring these non-monotonic 

structures may result in unrealistic heterogeneity models that do not reproduce the observed 

patterns of variability.    

In addition, as the segment size increases and progressively reaches values similar to the 

length of the characteristic periodic interval, the periodic structure becomes less apparent. The 

segment size of 2m was chosen in this study, for the geostatistical analysis, by considering the 

loss and weakness of the periodic structure for segment sizes higher than 2m and the frequency 

distribution (Fig.5) which is nearly normal for this segment size. It should be noted that the 

frequency distribution for three other segment sizes were far from the normal distribution. 



Because of the high influence of the variable distribution on the experimental semi-variogram 

calculation, the data of the 2m long segments were preferred [45,46].  

In order to better understand the origin of this cyclical pattern, experimental semi-variograms 

were separately calculated for all four fracture sets. Fig.7 shows the fracture density semi-

variograms obtained for the four discontinuity sets. As can be observed in these semi-

variograms, three of them have nearly the same behaviour, but the variogram of the second set 

(Fig. 7b) presents a form similar to the variogram obtained for all fractures (Fig.6). This remark 

can explain that this particular behaviour of the fracture density variogram for all the 

discontinuities, illustrated in Fig. 6, derives only from the fractures belonging to the second set. 

As with the variogram in Fig. 6, we have the same hole-effect behaviour for the variogram of 

the fracture density for the second set with the same periodic distance of 12m.  

In addition, in order to demonstrate that this similarity corresponds only to the second set, 

the semi-variogram of all the discontinuities without those of the second set is computed. Fig. 

8 shows the semi-variogram calculated from these data. There is no similarity between this 

variogram and the variogram illustrated in Fig. 6. As a result, the discontinuities of the second 

set are the source of the hole-effect behaviour of the semi-variogram in Fig. 6. 

 

5. 3D model generation 

After the statistical and geostatistical analysis explained in the previous sections, the results 

obtained are used to generate a 3D fractured rock mass model. This model is simulated by 

considering three distinct phases: fracture surface generation set by set, intersection of the 

different sets with a hierarchical order, and finally identification of individual blocks. 

5.1. Fracture surface generation set by set  

Two steps are necessary for this phase. The first step will generate the fracture sets that do 

not have an obvious spatial structure: the generation of these sets relies only on their statistical 



characteristics. The second step consists in identifying the fracture sets presenting a quasi-

periodic structure in their semi-variogram and generating the fracture sets using their revealed 

geostatistical characteristics.  

  Concerning the first step, we generate in our example the discontinuities of sets 1, 3 and 4. 

It should be mentioned that the hierarchical method is used only during the intersection phase 

(see below), where the primary geometry is divided into separated blocks by the previously 

stochastically generated fracture surfaces. Consequently, it is not necessary to apply the 

hierarchical procedure for this phase of fracture surface generation.  

These sets do not show a particular structure in their semi-variograms. As a result, their 

fracture systems are generated by considering only their statistical characteristics: mean value 

and standard deviation derived from their spacing distribution. For this purpose, we developed 

a code written in the Visual Basic language in the AutoCAD® software. The flow chart of the 

model process is shown in Fig.9a for the model generated by considering the simple statistical 

characteristics. These three sets are not necessarily generated in the direction of the scanline. 

However, for the second set this issue was taken into account by considering its observed 

structure in this direction. The position of first fracture surface in the space for each set is 

generated using the uniform law. The rest of the fractures are then generated parallel to this 

surface by taking into account the statistical characteristics of the spacing distribution. 

A jointed rock mass is simulated by generating a joint pattern that is statistically based on 

the joint spacing, the orientation data and the persistence of each fracture set. It should be noted 

that in this study, fracture is initially considered as an infinite planar surface, taking into account 

the average orientation parameter (Table 1) and the spacing distribution. However, this infinite 

planar surface can then be pivoted during the intersection phase by a given tolerance concerning 

its dip and strike. As a result, each fracture surface can take different orientations inside its 

tolerance range, whenever it is called by the code in the intersection phase. The joint spacing 



parameter for this study is assigned an exponential distribution by equation (1) and is obtained 

by a random generator algorithm. Then the rejection method is used to ensure that these 

randomly generated spacing values fall within the desired distribution [48]. 

For orientation data, the results shown in Table 1 are used to generate four fracture sets. It 

should be mentioned that the code user can give the tolerance angle for strike and dip value by 

taking into account Fig. 3. The orientation data are assumed to follow a normal law and the 

program takes the mean and standard deviation of the fitted distribution for each fracture set as 

input parameters. 

The second step of the fracture model generation concerns the fracture set whose semi-

variogram has a special behaviour. For this type of set, the characteristics of the density semi-

variogram in addition to its statistic features are taken into account in the program. The model 

is generated by considering the 2m long segments and by obtaining similar behaviour in the 

semi-variogram, for the numerically generated fractures. This step is performed by using a 

special code developed in the R environment which uses geostatistical tools. In fact, the 

characteristics such as segment size, range, maximum and minimum number of fractures per 

segment and the standard deviation of the density distribution are used to generate the model 

with the same statistic and geostatistic features. Besides, the user of the code can compare the 

semi-variogram of the model with the semi-variogram of the raw data, and accept or reject it. 

In case of rejection, a new simulation is performed until a good enough fitting of the numerical 

model and the experimental results is obtained. The fracture density semi-variogram obtained 

in this way for the second set is displayed in Fig. 10. It presents the same periodic forms 12m 

apart and similar other parameters (apparent sill and drift).  

The data generated for calculating the model semi-variogram is then employed in the Auto 

Cad code, as previously explained, to generate a fracture system by considering the number of 

fractures per segment and the statistical parameters of spacing distribution for this set. 



Therefore, this set is generated segment by segment in order to respect its semi-variogram 

attributes. It should be noted that because of the limited number of fractures per segment, the 

statistical parameters used in this step for the second set are obtained from its whole data, but 

simultaneously the number of fractures per segment corresponds to the number determined by 

semi-variogram analysis. 

5.2. Intersection of fracture sets with a hierarchical order   

Persistence is a necessary parameter for the generation of the fractured model in the 

intersection phase. Persistence (joint continuity) is defined as the probability that any joint cuts 

a block that lies in its path [49-51]. It can be considered as a substitution parameter for joint 

length. Persistence can have a value of between 0 and 1. In addition, it is the persistence 

parameter that determines the state of the fracture termination when intersecting with pre-

generated ones. For a persistence value near to 1, there will be more fractures that go through 

pre-existing fractures. For values near to 0, the new fractures end when intersecting with pre-

existing ones. The approximate persistence value for each fracture set can be determined by 

comparing the fracture length distribution obtained from the field survey with the distribution 

resulting from the generated test model. It should be noted that this comparison must be carried 

out on the same scanline direction. This part of the program is a very time-consuming but 

necessary task, in order to obtain a realistic model. 

Once all the fracture sets are generated, on the basis of notes taken during the field 

measurement, the order of sets is defined [52]. Indeed, there are three possibilities for ordering 

including hierarchical, random or hybrid methods. In this case, the hierarchical method (1st, 2nd, 

3rd and finally 4th set) is used for the model generation. Fig. 11 illustrates the results of a 3D 

model generation in which four discontinuity sets are incorporated. This figure shows how 

fracture sets are included in the model in a hierarchical way: first with two sets, then with the 

inclusion of the two others. The persistence values used in this model are 0.45, 0.35, 0.3 and 



0.2 respectively for 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th fracture sets. It should be remarked that these persistence 

values have been determined by a trial-and-error approach to obtain fracture trace length 

distributions in the scanline direction, similar to the in-situ measured distributions. 

5.3. Identification of individual blocks 

Because the aim of this code is to use the generated model for numerical simulation, another 

possibility is added to the code to avoid having blocks smaller than a determined volume. In 

other words, the code user can determine the threshold value for the minimum block volume. 

By considering the existing abilities in the Auto Cad environment and several auxiliary codes 

developed in this software, each generated block is considered as a distinct entity. A series of 

codes are also developed for data acquisition from the generated model. The developed 

programs enable us to obtain data such as block volume distribution, area and orientation of the 

block facets and block vertices coordinates. The block volume distributions shown in Fig.11 

are examples of their application. In this model the volume threshold value is 0.25 m3 and  the 

final model has 19227 stochastically generated blocks.  

Conclusion 

Understanding the discontinuity spatial distribution of a rock mass has important 

applications in the field of rock engineering. As a result, applying statistical and particularly 

geostatistical techniques is useful to reveal the spatial characteristics of fracture systems. These 

characteristics generally vary according to a large number of parameters such as the rock mass 

type, or the tectonic situation. Therefore, the different combinations of statistical techniques 

should be used by taking into account the diverse geological and tectonic conditions. In this 

study, we have illustrated the application of the geostatistical technique combined with the 

traditional methods to reveal the main characteristics of the fracture spatial distribution. The 

importance of separating the fractures into distinct sets was demonstrated by illustrating their 

different spatial behaviour. One of the main goals of this study is to show the usefulness of a 



geostatistical analysis in order to distinguish the spatial characteristics of the discontinuity 

distributions that are beyond the capabilities of the simple statistical and traditional methods.  

The results are used to generate a realistic 3D rock mass model. Such a model can then be 

used in different applications such as rock mass stability analysis, planning the exploitation 

system, or size estimation of exploitable rock blocks depending on the project goals. 
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Fig. 1. Left: Panoramic view of the sector of Pallat, showing the existence of danger due to rock mass instability- 

Right: close-up of the fracture system at the road side outcrop, and measuring scanline. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 

Direction of average unit normal vectors for each discontinuity set, 

obtained from Fig.3, number of fractures and real spacing distance (in cm) 

for each set. 

 

+ 

 ∆ 

 ○ 

 × 

 

Set Number of fractures Dip Direction of dip Real spacing average(cm)

1 117 8 193 17.65

2 88 8 94 96.9

3 78 17 308 88.15

4 32 51 305 140

 

 



 

 

Fig. 2. Spectral clustering in four principal sets of the 392 discontinuity 

orientations measured in the migmatite rock mass, projected in the lower 

hemisphere system- Pallat ravine. 



 

 
 

  

Fig. 3. Spectral clustering in four principal sets of 315 

discontinuity orientations projected in the lower 

hemisphere system-by considering the vicinity of 25°. 

The points shown in * symbol belong to no family and 

are considered as outliers. 
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Fig. 4. Frequency histogram of the discontinuity spacing, 

from 392 factures measured on the scanline 1 in migmatite, 

Pallat ravine. 
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Fig. 5. Frequency histogram of the number of fractures 

(per 2m segments) from 392 discontinuities measured on 

scanline 1 in migmatite, Pallat ravine. 

 



 

Fig. 6 Average semi-variogram of fracture densities for the 

segment sizes of 0.5m, 1m, 1.5m and 2m.   
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Fig. 7. Semi-variograms of the fracture densities for 2m segments from the different discontinuity sets. (a) first set, 

(b) second set,(c) third set and (d) fourth set. 
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Fig. 8. Semi-variogram of the fracture density for 2m 

segments from all the discontinuities measured on the 

scanline, without the discontinuities belonging to the 

second set. 
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Fig. 9 Flowchart of 3D fractured rock mass modelling: (a) 3D model without semi-variogram structure 

(Auto CAD) and (b) 3D model with hole-effect structure in the semi-variogram (R environment). 
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Fig. 10. Model results: Semi-variogram of the fracture 

densities for 2m segments from the discontinuities 

generated on the basis of the second fracture data set 

(compare with Fig.7b). 
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Fig. 11. Simulated rock mass in a (30m*30m*30m) cube and corresponding block volume histogram: (a) 

stochastically generated jointed rock mass by two fracture sets including first and second sets (Y axis is the 

North direction); (b) stochastically generated jointed rock mass with all four fracture sets; (c) the histogram 

of block volume distribution for the rock mass model shown in (a); the histogram of block volume 

distribution for the final rock mass model exhibited in (b). 
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Minimum volume=0.25 m3 

Maximum volume= 84.75 m3 
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